TODD BENTLEY & JOHN CROWDER HIGH ON JESUS? STARGATE OPENERS AND STARWALKERS TO THIRD HEAVENS ~ SECRETS OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS ~ ANGELS OF DESTRUCTION, TOWER TO HEAVEN, LADDER TO GOD, STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN ~ AND A COCAINE JESUS

http://www.patholliday.com/ebooks.php

AFTERGLOW GETTING HIGH ON JESUS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkBlnmdJ2SY

DRUGS FOR JESUS! I DO NOT BELIEVE THIS IS A SPIRITUAL TOKE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeQEH_jHYig&eurl=http://endtimesprophecicwords.wordpress.com/2008/06/02/john-crowder-demonic-puff-impartation-caught-on-video/


Mike: I totally get the idea of redeeming drug culture for Jesus and ministering to those within it with a ‘tokin’ the Ghost’ motif. And I’m *also* fine with consenting adults - whether they have such a drug background or not - participating in worship celebrations where Jehovah-Juana and Godka are in fresh supply. We’re free in Christ, y’know? But I have a question: What about the children? On the YouTube videos I see kids participating in your meetings, which is great as far as it goes - as we’d discussed. But when you pass spiritual joints to little kids (like I saw on one of Ben’s India videos), don’t you think that *could* be sending them the wrong messages, like that it’s a good idea to start smoking stuff?

John: This is a valid question, Mike, and has been asked before. I think the example you gave (re: Ben in India) is a bit moot though: the person in the video simply looked like a child, but it was actually a crippled person with no legs, who really did need a toke of the Ghost considering the circumstances!

Mike: I’m not sure we’re talking about the same video, John. I mean this one, at around 5 minutes in. It sure looks like a little girl to me [Note: I just noticed this, so John hasn’t had the opportunity to respond yet. I’ll get the right/additional YouTube on here if he does.]:

Look at these two queer looking dudes tripping out on an unidentified substance...John Crowder ministered at the "Great Outreach in Lakeland . . . Tokin on Jesus and his kid... WOW!"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNEfciJoAGY&eurl=http://zoecarnate.wordpress.com/2008/06/02/crowder-morrell-kids-cocaine-jesus/
John: You first have to understand something about what we are doing here before we tackle the subject of children. To the pure all things are pure. I am not "pretending" to smoke marijuana, I am REALLY getting blasted on the Holy Spirit by faith. I am not "pretending" to inject heroine, I am REALLY being infused by God’s presence. Obviously, I know the package is offensive, and to say this is not entirely intentional would be a lie. But you see, we are not trying to copy a worldly experience. We are offering the “real thing” which are the supernatural pleasures of Jesus Christ. Joy unspeakable (not humanly utterable).

IT’S PROBABLY OKAY. . . THE DEMON ANGEL EMMA-O BROUGHT THE JESUS COCAIN TO HIM! Oh, I forgot, he told EMMA-O to hit the highway back to heaven. Well, maybe it was his new angel that he calls Liberty. Maybe he has a new angel called Drug Hustler.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-YzMvmObjM&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7cpIbIh82k&NR=1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BYxoSYTr_E&euurl=http://filesfromtoni.blogspot.com/2008/05/todd-bentley-video-shows-kundalini.html

"Take heed to yourselves, that your heart be not deceived, and ye turn aside, and serve other gods, and worship them; And then the LORD’S wrath be kindled against you, and he shut up the heaven, that there be no rain, and that the land yield not her fruit; and lest ye perish quickly from off the good land which the LORD giveth you. Therefore shall ye lay up these my words in your heart and in your soul…” Deuteronomy 11:16-18a.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_cTuIb5oNs&eurl=http://www.toddbentley.org/todd-bentley-videos.htm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_cTuIb5oNs&eurl=http://www.toddbentley.org/todd-bentley-videos.htm

John Crowder’s Interests

John Crowder’s interests on his MySpace page.

THIS ONE SATANIST RELIGIOUS FREEK…. His MySpace says:
His interest:
COMING TO YOUR CHURCH.
Has your pastor gotten this blinded yet?


“For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no
great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works,” II Corinthians 11:13-15.

“While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. 20 For if after they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. 21 For it had been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from the holy commandment delivered unto them. 22 But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire,” 2 Peter 2:19-22, KJV

SUMMER SOLTICE ~ and Angel Worship~ WHICH JESUS DO YOU FOLLOW?

Todd Bentley announced that his angel god has told him “something special will happen on the 21st of June 2008.” Well, this is Summer Solstice, a worldwide worship day for all witches, Satanist and New Breed Christians. The “new breed,” believe unity of prayer and worship will bring the strange power to rekindle their wild fire revival by opening the star gate portals so that their satanic angels can come through the spiritual dimensions. THE ULTIMATE PROMISE~ HUMAN TRANSFORMATION: IMAGINE IT. BELIEVE IT. LIVE IT.

June 21st is the 172nd day of the year (173rd in leap years) in the Gregorian calendar. There are 193 days remaining until the end of the year.

On certain years, but not every year, this day marks the summer solstice in the northern hemisphere and the winter solstice in the southern hemisphere, and thus is the day of the year with the longest hours of daylight in the northern hemisphere and the shortest in the southern hemisphere. In astrology, it is the cusp line between Gemini and Cancer.

On the 23rd of June, 2008, Bentley said that Peter Wagner and many leaders are coming to Lakeland to lay their hands upon him and put their stamp of approval on the revival.

- Peter Wagner is one of the chosen globalist ministers that have been selected to bring in the New World Order. His itinerary tells us so. GHM Regional: Opening the Gate of Change to the Nations
  July 24, 2008 (7:00 pm)
- GHM regional: Opening up New supply Lines: Understanding the Transfer of Wealth
  November 13, 2008 (1:00 am).
- Charles Peter Wagner (1930-) is a former professor of Church Growth at Fuller Theological Seminary School of World Mission. He coined the term Third Wave. He is the founder of Global Harvest Ministries, and co-founder of the World Prayer Center.
- Wagner and his wife, Doris, live in Colorado Springs and were attending New Life Church in 2004. However, as of 2006 they were attending Dutch Sheet's "Freedom Church". They have three adult children, and seven grandchildren.

On Wagner’s web site, he sells and promotes a book called “Portals,” which encourages Christians opening “portals.” God and Adam walked together in the Garden. After his transgression, Adam was expelled from God’s presence and excluded from the glory. From that event forward, mankind has sought a pathway back into the supernatural realm.

Pathways that connect the Heavenly realm and the earthly realm are portals. Scripture abounds with references to portals that were opened between God and His elect.
Satan counterfeits God’s ways, therefore he seeks to have portals opened through which he can influence mankind.

This book presents sound biblical doctrine and serves as a clarion call to the Body of Christ to open portals, thus releasing of the power and presence of heaven into the earth.

Peter Wagner and his fellow ministers are coming to promote Todd Bentley which includes assembling all streams of the so called Christians to ‘Stargate mysteries’ of the past and future to give your spirit a whole new dimension of mixing Christianity with all pathways back to God. These strange new ministers will awaken you to the amazing possibilities of our times and within you. Its part of the a part of the transformation, a new revelation, and a mixture of ancient knowledge of witchcraft with angelic demonic messengers and lukewarm Christianity that will help you change your future

Maya prophecy says a stargate will open in 2012. Jewish legend, and Essene texts, tells of the arrival of the Peacemaker, the herald or forerunner of the Christ or Messiah.

"These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a tempest; to whom the mist of darkness is reserved for ever. For when they speak great swelling words of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through much wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live in error. While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage," II Peter 2:17-19.

IN THE DEMINSION OF THE BLESSED Queers, drugs, drunks, occultist, witches, wizards, witchcraft, ASTRAL PROJECTION, LEVITATION, The light Body (Star Body or Rainbow body), is the name given to our extraordinary, hidden, ‘spiritual’ body, UFO DEMONIC EXPERIENCE ~ANGELS ON ASSIGNMENT, mythological demons, unregenerate blasphemers and neo charismatic spiritual idiots.

Avant-garde“ drunk, drugs, demonic angels, HIGH ON JESUS?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX9xdw6aT9c

Getting 'it'?

Some recently released footage of the current meetings in Florida give me real cause for concern. They are of Todd Bentley claiming that the Holy Spirit tells him to, "punch" or "kick" or "knee" people in order for them to receive the 'blessing'. If anything shows me that this is not the work of the God that I know it is these very testimonies from Todd's own mouth.

I list below the links to hear first hand for yourself; please also listen to the testimony on the first one where an angel rips outs Stefan Driess' "guts", throws them on the floor and they turn to gold! iii
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX9xdw6aT9c
Holy Ghost party time

Holy Ghost house parties” filled with dancing in the flesh, drinking shots of blessed holy water, and getting “stoned in the spirits.” Grooving on depraved rock music Blinded Christian pastors taken over through the gospel of greed have become the ambassadors of the “new breed” of the Latter Rain, Manifested Sons of God gospel. Churches are embassies of this false revival. They are packing their pew full of seduced, spiritually deluded people to watch “God TV” that gives to Todd Bentley all the free world wide TV for these soul snatchers of the new gods called angels.

IF YOU ARE PARKED INTO ONE OF THESE NEW-FANGED FALSE HOLY GHOST PARTY CHURCHES ~ LEAVE!

Leave, ask God to forgive you for your spiritual ignorance, repent, rush into the arms of Jesus and find yourself an old fashioned church that is teaching the Word of God from an old fashioned King James Version of the Bible in power, holiness with Jesus as the center of the church. Your eternal life with Jesus may well depend on your decision.

“While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage. 20 For if after they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. 21 For it had been better for them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from the holy commandment delivered unto them. 22 But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire,” (2 Peter 2:19-22) KJV

WHO IS JOHN CROWDER?

If you see his MySpace page you will see that he is a wizard playing the role of a Christian evangelist. However, “it’s” not the Jesus of the Bible. This is a sad day for the church.

“I’d like to introduce you to John Crowder. I’m tempted to describe this guy as an “Emergent” Pentecostal...[he] represent[s] a stream of Christianity that I, frankly, have very little experience or contact with: the charismatic, speaking in tongues, no-holds-barred, barking like a dog “in the Spirit” stream...The Crowders’ tagline, “a postmodern prophetic ministry,” is another emergent connection that I find intriguing (although I’m not exactly sure what is “postmodern” about the Crowders’ ministry)...John Crowder literally acts “high on Jesus,” laughing awkwardly and squinting as if his eyes have become dilated, etc. At one point, he says he’s “possessed by joy.” One has to wonder if he isn’t “possessed” indeed...As an emergent Christian, the last thing I want to do is put God in a box and say, “God can’t operate this way.” So instead, I’m simply asking some questions (as good emergent’s do): “Does God really operate this way?” Or rather, “Why would God operate this way?”
THIRD WAVE MINISTERS AND THE NEW BREED

JOHN CROWDER MINISTERED AT THE LAKELAND REVIVAL RECENTLY AND IS A SPIRITUAL BUDDY OF TODD BENTLEY. The above link says it all that this man literally acts “high on Jesus”. Personally, I do not believe he is “acting.” I believe that these people are high on drug educed substance that would never pass the DEA test. As a matter of fact, if they are not tracking them, they are blinded. I wonder where the distributors are. Oh, I forgot, the angels from the Third Heaven brings gold dust and jewels and who knows what else they are supply?

Bentley, Crowder and Third Wave ministers’ groundbreaking work is a synthesis of ancient knowledge with modern pop Christianity; a mixture of witchcraft mysticism and perverse contemporary biblical translations. These global preachers are introducing Christians to a new ‘cosmic citizenry’ whose astonishing mission is to bring them into unity of a new world faith. Their assignment is to disconnect you from old pathways of biblical faith in Jesus alone as Lord and Savior, the Holy Ghost as your Guide, protector, and teacher. The Father as the controller of His heavenly host of angels. They have employed an angel that calls itself “THE ANGEL OF CHANGE.” Another words, you must change from Jesus to the gospel of another Jesus, another gospel by another spirit.

Includes assembling all streams of the wall so called Christians to ‘Stargate mysteries’ of the past and future and gives your spirit a whole new dimension. These strange new ministers will awaken you to the amazing possibilities of our times and within you. Its part of the a part of the transformation, a new revelation, and a mixture of ancient knowledge of witchcraft with angelic demonic messengers that will help you change your future

Maya prophecy says a stargate will open in 2012. Jewish legend, and Essene texts, tells of the arrival of the Peacemaker, the herald or forerunner of the Christ or Messiah.

This following video says a lot too, featuring John Crowder from The New Mystics/Sons of Thunder and Ben Dunn from Joy Revolution. Note the false tongues manifested at 1.34 through to 2.20 minutes. Notice also the mocking, akin to Todd Bentley, except a little less blatant - ‘shing a ding ding’ ding! (But I believe these guys are more sincere than Todd Bentley (which is not at all difficult), albeit they are sincerely deluded - note, they do appear on the same circuit as Todd Bentley and his associates and they all drink of the same spirits.). What’s with the dressing as a Catholic monk at 3.54 too? I mentioned the links between John Crowder and Rome in previous articles on this site but…

WHAT IS ASTRAL PROJECTION?
Wikipedia describes it as “a paranormal interpretation of an out-of-body experience achieved either awake or via lucid dreaming or deep meditation. The concept of astral projection assumes the existence of another body, separate from the physical body and capable of traveling to non-physical planes of existence.

In astral projection the soul traveler finds him- or herself in an apparently real domain, which often has no parallel to any physical setting, though can be parallel to different time lines and/or physical settings different from our own. This is termed by New Agers and occultists among others as the astral plane or "the astral".

Bentley talks about himself being possessed by demons, undergoing deliverance, his past Satanic worship, his mother levitating, and demons writing 666 on his cupboard in his kitchen.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtSK9TyduR4&feature=related

Now compare this explanation again to what Todd Bentley is encouraging us to pursue. “since we [can and do] enjoy what God has created in the earth, then is there any reason why we can’t, as spiritual beings with spiritual senses, go places in the spirit and taste, see, and touch [experience the geographical beauty of] everything that God has created in the heavenly dimension? vii

Looks to me that he is teaching exactly what the New Agers and Occultist teach and just wrapping it in a cloak of Christianity.

http://www.gracecentered.com/christian_forums/index.php?PHPSESSID=f687a3569a7d6df9eb2447cd12a00732&topic=26769.msg508108#msg508108

Emma – the Demon of the Abode of Hell

Speaking of angels – that’s another source of power Bentley claims to have working for him. vii

The parallel passage to the description of Lucifer in Isaiah 14 is the 28th chapter of Ezekiel. Here God further describes His arch-enemy as one who has a great love for treasure. Contrast that with Todd Bentley’s focus on riches as documented in an article called "ANGELS" & the FLORIDA HEALING REVIVAL - Warning!" written by Andrew Strom, a historian of the Charismatic Movement, who quoted Bentley from an article Bentley wrote in 2003 called "Angelic Hosts." Bentley wrote: "So when I need a financial breakthrough I don't just pray and ask God for my financial breakthrough. I go into intercession and become a partner with the angels by petitioning the Father for the angels that are assigned to getting me money: ‘Father, give me the angels in heaven right now that are assigned to get me money and wealth. And let those angels be released on my behalf. Let them go into the four corners of the earth and gather me money.’"

Todd’s money-gathering angel’s name is Emma, who his good friend Bob Jones (discredited "prophet" who was disciplined for using his prophetic office to get women to undress for him) credits with birthing the discredited Kansas City Prophet movement of the late 1980s. In Bentley’s own words: "Twice Bob Jones asked me about this angel that was in Kansas City in 1980: ‘Todd, have you ever seen the angel by the name of Emma?’ He asked me as if he expected that this angel was appearing to me. Surprised, I said, ‘Bob, who is Emma?’ He told me that Emma was the angel that helped birth and start the whole prophetic movement in Kansas City in the 1980s. She was a mothering-type angel that helped nurture the prophetic as it broke out. Within a few weeks of Bob asking me about Emma, I was in a service in Beulah, North Dakota. In the middle of the service I was in conversation with Ivan and another person when in walks Emma. As I stared at the angel with open eyes, the Lord said, ‘Here's Emma.’ I'm not kidding. She floated a couple of inches off the floor. It was almost like Kathryn Khulman in those old videos when she wore a white dress and looked like she was gliding across the platform. Emma appeared beautiful and young - about 22 years old - but she was old at the same
time. She seemed to carry the wisdom, virtue and grace of **Proverbs 31** on her life. She glided into the room, emitting brilliant light and colors. Emma carried these bags and began pulling gold out of them. Then, as she walked up and down the aisles of the church, she began putting gold dust on people...Within three weeks of that visitation, the church had given me he biggest offering I had ever received to that point in my ministry. Thousands of dollars! Thousands!...

During this visitation the pastor's wife (it was an AOG church) got totally whacked by the Holy Ghost – she began running around barking like a dog or squawking like a chicken as a powerful prophetic spirit came on her. Also, as this prophetic anointing came on her, she started getting phone numbers of complete strangers and calling them up on the telephone and prophesying over them... Then angels started showing up in the church.”

Bentley claims that his angel also assisted William Branham in his healing ministry in the 1960s. [Check out background on **William Branham** who called the Trinity a pagan doctrine.] In fact, Branham always claimed that he could do no healings until his angel showed up. Bentley refers to his angel as "the angel of the Lord" and also waits upon Emma for the signs and wonders to manifest.

However, according to Bible scholars, the term "the angel of the Lord" is an Old Testament reference to the pre-incarnate Christ, also called a Theophany. It seems that Emma is really overstepping her bounds to be referred to as "the angel of the Lord."

This same Emma is credited with showing up in revivals spreading gold dust and dropping gems around. {See my article **All That Glitters is not God's Glory**}

But who is Emma, if she exists at all? The **Encyclopedia Britannica** identifies Emma-o as a demon ruler in hell: "Emma-o in Japanese Buddhist mythology, the overlord of hell ... judges the souls of men... The sinner is sent to one of the 16 regions of fire or ice assigned him by Emma-o for a fixed period of time until the next rebirth."

Another **online encyclopedia** confirms Emma’s identity: "The folklore of Chinese Taoism and Japanese Shintoism was naturally embodied in the mythology of the Buddhists, and we find therefore in their temples innumerable representations of hell with all their traditional belongings; Emma, the stern judge of Meifu, the dark tribunal; Kongo, the sheriff, and all the terrible staff of bailiffs, torturers, and executioners, among whom the steer-headed Gozu and the horse-headed Mezu are never missing."

Watching Bentley do his circus act can be very nauseating. He imparts his Emma spirit on the young people who come up for a touch. He flings the evil spirits upon them while yelling, "blah, blah, blah, blah" – whatever he means by that – and culminates it with slaying them in the "spirit" with the word "BAM!"

[see link for example ] Why would he scream "Bam" over people? A clue is in his own words taken from the "The Secret Place" CD of the Fresh Fire conference referenced earlier. Bentley said: "We’re like little chickens. We’re pretty defenseless and sometimes we’re just going through life pecking away... and then the wolf comes and we don’t even see it coming. **Bam! He's got you!**"

**ANGEL OF LIGHT**
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwhtQ8xaOKQ&amp;feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwhtQ8xaOKQ&amp;feature=related)

That’s pretty scary. And what’s even scarier is what Bentley’s endorser, **Wendy Alec**, co-founder of God-TV prophesied regarding this latest "outpouring" of the unholy spirit:
"THIS is just the warm up party - for what you shall see in the coming days shall even make these days pale - with what I have up my sleeve. And I tell you my son - that THIS THAT I POUR OUT UPON YOU UPON FLORIDA shall flow to the east."viii

“[Even him], whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders,And with all deceitfulness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness,” (2Th 2:9).

Todd Bentley Caught Infecting People With Spiritual Diseases!

Todd Bentley carries a vile spiritual disease which can infect you and corrupt you eternally if you so choose to follow after his false gospels, false miracles and false revelations. Todd Bentley is one of the most vile and perverted blasphemous heretics that has ever made himself known publicly in the last 2000 years. We are living in a terrible time, put on the whole armour of God through the sound doctrines of the Bible so that you may stand in this evil day against all that would come to deceive you away from the truth into doctrines of devils and fables.

When Todd Bentley was younger he was convicted and imprisoned for sexual molestation of a 7 year old boy. Now in his later years he has moved to spiritual pedophilia and to an occult mishmash of Christian/Hindu/New Age gospel. Many simple minded and sensual people are being seduced into his spiritual molestations.

- WARNING: Do not be deceived, RUN from Todd Bentley and his false seductive claims and do not even think to let him put his hands upon you or GOD FORBID may you not be stupid enough to actually allow his infected self to blow upon or touch your own innocent children.

Despite the clear statements and the warnings of Jesus in Matt 24:23-26, Todd Bentley claims Jesus Christ Himself came bodily “in the natural”, down from heaven and “opened his bedroom door and sat on his bed”. The bed even went “creek” as Jesus sat down upon it according to Todd Bentley.

“that’s how tangible it was, in the natural…. he took His hand and put it over my face”.

Bentley claims that Jesus then physically touched him on his mouth and Todd smelled Jesus and he claims Jesus “smelled like vanilla”

TODD BENTLEY claims the Lord Himself spoke to Todd and said these exact words: “you are pure in heart, there is nothing in your heart that is not pure, you totally love me and totally want me”

The Apostle Paul warns, “And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. 15 Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works,”(2 Cor 11:14-15).KJV

Source: Todd Bentley - After the Heart of God, taken from footage of “The Jesus Culture Conference:

WHAT? ANGEL EMMA —O FIRED?

Are they discriminating against women again?
“The Angel Emma Is Not Here” - More Lies and Contradictions from Todd Bentley

A number of people have commentated over the past few days about Todd Bentley recently critising the critics for ‘bashing’ him re the angel Emma -

“Todd said the other night that critics talking about him saying the angel Emma was there were wrong and totally off. He was disgusted at how people were spreading false stories about him.”

Todd Bentley apparently publically said (thanks Sarah for this transcript):

“And I’ll say this for all the critics out there: WHAT are you talking about Emma and a female angel?!” Then to the audience, “Just had to say that to some people out there in Heresylend.” Then back into the camera, “THERE IS NO FEMALE ANGEL!…directing me.”

And the audience applauded. He continued,

“Emma and all that, that’s just a whole other experience. Don’t tie it into this. It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about. God said, ‘This angel is with you, just like I assigned an angel to William Branham. Not the same angel, an angel like. Just like the angel that was with John Lake.”’

He then went on to explain that the thousands of “healing angels” that were in the stands were angels God was ready last night to dispatch to people, cities, churches, ministries, that are ready to accept them.

Obviously Todd Bentley is trying to detract criticism and undermine the critics by lying about the critics and what they are actually saying, and creating a false trail of red herrings - just like he falsely claimed the critics were only ’picking on him’ because of his appearance, education and background, which is similarly not true. Critics criticise him because he is a documented liar and false prophet!

And the trouble is with this latest distortion of his on the red herring trail, is there are no false stories on this site, or any of the other main watchman sites I am aware of, about angel Emma. All the sites link to his own testimony, his own prophecies in his own words - that disappeared overnight when he did some house clearing without retraction on his website [what does this say about his and his ministry's integrity. He keeps most of the story but deletes the name 'Emma']. So if he is saying the stories on sites like this about Emma are false, he is saying his own stories are false, as they are exactly what we quote, word for word - which can be the only conclusion if he says it is a ‘pack of lies’ - which proves our point about him being a liar and false prophet. What does he have to be ‘disgusted ‘about? Himself?

“And I’ll say this for all the critics out there: WHAT are you talking about Emma and a female angel!?!” Then to the audience, “Just had to say that to some people out there in Heresylend.” Then back into the camera, “THERE IS NO FEMALE ANGEL!…directing me.”

And the audience applauded. He continued,

“Emma and all that, that’s just a whole other experience. Don’t tie it into this. It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”
Stephen Strader has recently said that the angel Emma won’t be mentioned again because Strader is ‘uncomfortable about it’ - eg; read that as: the uproar and rebuke has been embracing for the ‘revival’. See here for Stephen Strader’s comments re the angel Emma and other of his lies and contradictions here.

Notice too what Todd Bentley is actually saying here. He is not denying belief in Emma, or retracting all his claims about her, he is saying that is a whole ‘other experience’ (from a few years ago and another time, claims Stephen Strader, but this is not true as can be seen later in this article). But so what, even if it was a few years ago and has not been mentioned since (it has though, I just mention this to humor Todd)? If it was false and ’cause for concern’ then and makes both him and Bob Jones who introduced Emma to Bentley false prophets then, it makes them still false prophets NOW as they have not changed any or changed the spirits they prophesy by - if anything they have gotten much worse. Bob Jones, the same introductory source for Emma, has allegedly introduced and prophesied many other angels to Todd since, including ‘Winds of Change’ who is frequently referred to at Lakeland. If Emma was false then, then the source was false, right? And this false source, Bob Jones, still prophesies and introduce pass-me-on angels to many of the new prophetic crowd including Todd Bentley.

Regardless then, even if angel Emma has not been mentioned in this particular Lakeland ‘revival’ (she HAS but we’ll come to that in a minute) that is really not the point. Because Todd Bentley and Bob Jones and many others in the prophetic movement believe in Emma and have prophesied about her without repentence and retraction for years (only covering up now because of criticism - which is a work of darkness and not the light) and keeping quiet about her and covering her up also contradicts what Todd Bentley said recently at Lakeland (source - from Stephen Strader’s own words from his Lakeland Revival blog): -

“This is the one thing, people hate … when I talk about the Angel …. People say ‘don’t talk about the angel’ but I’m telling you, right now, to deny prophetic destiny and what you’ve received from the Lord is to turn from the Lord; I could not stand before the Lord, and say I saw the angel of lord, if I did not see it; GOD WOULD STRIKE ME DOWN.”

But Stephen Strader ADMITS both Todd Bentley and Bob Jones have agreed not to talk anymore about Emma, and they have also shown this by deleting her from the Fresh Fire website as well as the recent moving away from her which is tantamount to denial and deceptive at that. But err… isn’t this agreeing not to talk about his angels, in Todd’s own words, thus denying ‘prophetic destiny’, and is ‘turning from the Lord’ deserving that ‘God would strike him down’ if he either lied about or denied his angels? He does both and God has not struck him down yet! That one quote alone illustrates the continued lack of truth and the continued contradictions in this ‘revival’!

If people rightly have concerns about the biblicalness of the angel Emma, so what if Todd does not think she is behind this revival and other angels by other names are? Emma still shows up Todd to be a false prophet. Emma is related to false lying visions from false lying prophets that are unrepented of, so THIS is the point to highlight - not how recent the visions have been or which particular revival they are linked to.
“It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”

What in this particular instance? So what if you have moved onto angels by other names? And besides which, it is not just the angel Emma that is unbiblical. There are plenty of other male angels he claims to see and work with which give EQUAL, if not more cause for concern than Emma, that are equally unbiblical - and they are all introduced from the same false source, ‘prophet’ Bob Jones.

“It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”

Bob Jones said at Lakeland on May 13th that Emma means ‘healing’ and she is one of three powerful angels present at Lakeland.

On May 13th 2008 Bob Jones said:

“And an angel appeared to me, told me to get Paul Keith (here tomorrow) and Ken Maddock, Bobby Connors … HEALING ANGEL, called winds of change appeared to me ….
Do you (crowd) believe in angels? …. Yes? ….. well, I saw winds of change said, extreme weather patterns in every form; winds shutting down entire towns from north west; so TODD you are from north west, you need to shut down towns;

And 3 powerful angels are here; Emma, means healing and another called Grace; and Winds of Change.”

(Source here, there is also another testimony by someone else from that night that Bob said the same thing) Todd did not contradict or rebuke Bob at all. There are other lies and embellishments on this night I will pull out in another article.

If Emma is to be denied then Bob Jones must be denied. If Emma is not there at Lakeland with them, then that makes Bob Jones a false prophet in Todd Bentley’s book and it means Todd allowed Bob to lie/falsely prophesy to the crowds on May 13th without correction. (However, Todd evidently did not have a problem at the time as he was apparently lapping up Bob’s every word just as he has lapped up all of the other ridiculous things and aberrant Bob Jones claims). Let me make that clear - they cannot have both ways. Either Emma is there, or she is not there, and Bob Jones is a lying false prophet. And if Bob Jones is a lying false prophet, this whole revival is false because it is based on Bob Jones, his prophecies and other directions and is orchestrated behind the scene by him. So what is it to be?

“There IS NO FEMALE ANGEL! directing me”

Emma is not the only female angel prophesied by Bob Jones on stage with Todd Bentley’s agreement being at Lakeland. Others include an angel called ‘Grace’. Admittedly, Todd’s main ‘man’ now is a lot more macho ‘Angel of the Lord’, but these angels are still repeatedly mentioned, recently too.

“There IS NO FEMALE ANGEL! directing me”
Although he and his cronies say they are, I actually believe this to be a true statement - one of the few he has made. Because Todd Bentley repeatedly lies about his experiences with angels and makes it up as he goes along. The one directing him seems to be Bob Jones, if anything, as is evident by all the talk on record.\footnote{http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7916114014802700034\nhttp://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7916114014802700034}

The Apostle Paul did not want Christians to be ignorant of Spiritual Gifts and the leading of the Holy Spirit. What you are witnessing above is definitely not the anointing of the Holy Ghost or an even a stray Angel from Heaven. What we are witnessing in this strange fire revival is a blasphemous tragedy. It's a black mark on the Church, an embarrassment initiated by extremist, delusionary, unruly thugs; representing a deluded message to the world that Christians are crazy. Is there any Pentecostal leadership left that will get some back bone, stand up and stop these demon possessed hoodlums from disgracing the Holiness, sanctity and trampling on the blood of Jesus? The blinded pastors leading the blind fill their church buses, open their mega churches, showing this ungodly circus to their sheep on huge TV screens. These apostates watch in awe at the spectacle Todd Bentley's “Hell's Angels” approach ministering as a channel of Satan’s demonic signs and wonders working false miracles. Todd Bentley bashes, kicks a woman in the face with his motorcycle boots and other bizarre actions under the anointing of his gods and Christian people laugh. No one is horrified as these mocking spirits prevail in the glory of Bentley’s angelic fire. In these meetings, the outpourings of these spirits are released upon themselves and some people are caught up in frenzies of evil spirits. They demonically manifest, exhibiting lewd behavior in the churches humping sensually, some barking like dogs, mooing like cows, clucking like chickens, howling like hyenas, slithering on the floor like snakes, withering and rolling on the floor, hooting, hysterically laughing and totally caught up in frenzies of ungodliness and self.

“But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. 9 As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be accursed,” (Gal 1:8-9,) KJV

If you are under this spiritual mess, run, don’t walk, run from any church or pastor taking you to this evil, disgusting thing and know every preacher that will take his people to this spiritual circus is a soul catcher for Satan.

Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
Miracle Outreach Ministries
P. O. Box 56527
Jacksonville, FL 32241
(904) 733-8318
http://www.patholliday.com/ebooks.php
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the end -

“deceive if possible even the elect”, (Matt 24;
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